The Kingdom C&T marshal has been authorized by the Earl Marshal to perform C&T Marshal
Authorizations in Calontir. Anyone wishing to get a marshal’s authorization should follow the
steps outlined below.
1. The Person who wishes to authorize contacts Kingdom C&T Marshal.
2. The KC&TM is responsible for ensuring the MIT meets the Society regulations for a
marshal. The KC&TM should stress courteous behavior in marshaling. The MIT
doesn't have to get all his training from KC&TM, but is the person the MIT reports to
about his marshaling training.
3. When the KC&TM feels the MIT has completed these things in a satisfactory manner, he
grants the authorization. If the MIT fails to complete the training, he fails the
authorization.
4. The MIT may contact the Earl Marshal if they feel they have grievance or cause against
the
KC&TM.
5. An Authorization form is filled out and the authorized marshal's card is marked and
signed by the KC&TM. The paperwork is filed with KEM and deputy of cards.
6. The authorized marshal is then free to become a warranted marshal after fulfilling
those obligations. To become warranted you must contact the Earl Marshal.
Marshals in Training (MITs) are people who are working on getting a Marshals Authorization.
They are not actually marshals yet but may assist the Marshal in Charge at events to further their
training. MITs report on their activities directly to the KC&TM who tracks their progress towards
receiving their Marshals Authorization.
Calontir Cut and Thrust Marshal Authorization Training List.
1) Be an authorized C&T fighter.
2) Group Marshal & Marshal of the Field Agreement to Serve on file with Kingdom
C&T Marshal.
3) Successfully demonstrate understanding of the Society Rapier/C&T rules as well as
Calontir specific rules by verbal examination.
4) Successfully demonstrate knowledge of weapon and armor testing.
5) Run authorization and tournament settings.
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